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PRELIHTJTARY HBSIiAHCK WORE ON SVXLDIKG 0 7 KEPOSXfOBTJSS
TOR BURIAL OF 1WP 1ADI0A0TXTS VASfB I N LGB5S BEDS

ABSXRAOY

the choioe of a disposal s i t e for feurial of intermediate
and! low-level wastes front the ïïftt depends on a ooaplex of
conditions, requirements and metnods resulting fro» the
complex geology-geographic and demographic conditions in
the People's Republic of Bulgaria*
the analysis of the géologie conditions shew» that the
various structure» of the: rooks» the tectonism» the sols —
miaity in vast regions,, the lack of plateau basalts, hinder
the choice of convenient siteB fos radioactive waste di* «~
posai*
Zn Bulgaria the loess massives are studied and1 proposais
art made t* us* then as a suitable environment for building
of radioactive waste repositories*

ehoioe of a disposal s i te for burial of interme-
diate andl lew-level' wastes? fro» the MËtt [?-?] depends on
a complex of* conditions, requirement» and- aetboA» rcsultiag-
tsom. the complex geoiogo-geographio and: deaograBnic oondl-
tlens: of «ie> small lit territory Mit densely populated
People/to lepufrllc of Bulgaria.

'•" <gbt analysis; of the getrlogie eeailtions show» that
the various geoiogi* structures of the- rooks, the strongly
expressed? Alpine tecto&isa, tee presence of «one» of frac-
tures, the nigh seismic degré* in vast regions, the water
leakage; l a most of the rook fora&tlons greatly hinder «tie
cboloe of convenient s i t e s for radioactive waste* burial*.
In our country the use of loom as a medium fox radioactive
waste burial becomes a question of present interest because
of three eircuatstanoe»!

1) The 178 generates large quantities* of low» and
intermediate radioactive waste needing permanent isolation*

2) The long experience of the TOA and 6SSR* for
example* shows that low** and intermediate-level waste may
Be buried in trenches, that i s undergroun4 ixi small depths
after a suitable paoking (bittuniaization, vitrification,
etc.) which will not pass environmental radioactive oonta-
aination unless after- long-time washing by underground
water and water solutions*

3) The deepest loess be&s (up to 80-1100 m} and with
most convenient compositio», and condition, are situated In
an appropriate region: of the country*
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i. »nw or TIE LOBSS eomxx.
Bependlng on. the moisture regimen, three subparaï-

lel zones are outlined; in depth of the loesa complex»
upper zone - with seasonally varying water contents} mid-
dle zone - with relatively permanent water contents» and
lower - water-satorated or zone with increased water con-
tents*

t,H, The upper zone, also called "impulsive horizon"
because of the aotive soil weathering processes., has dif-
ferent thickness depending on the loeas structures, the
rainfalls in the area (500 to 550 mm average annual
rainfall}* She average thickness of the impulsive horizon
in the positive forms composed of typical and fine sandy
loess is 2,5 to 3 meters* In the area of the clayey loess
and the loesslike clay», as well as in the small negative
forms, of all the faces the impulsive horizon (in the
sense of an increased water contents) has greater thickness
and in the big negative forms - "step limpets1', "floors",
deep bedless linear lowerings, vertical zones are not
observed* these lowerings are the main and in many oases
the only places through which concentrated* in depth
gravitational infiltration of rainfall waters and direct
supply of temporary or permanent water, bear ing horizons
in the lower parts of the loess compleajar in the older
subloess rock formations» realize*.

•Uhe water contents in the impulsive horizon varies
within broad limits depending on the seasonal variations
of the rainfalls* In Figure 1 the water contents of the
upper1 zone is showed — in the region of the typical loess —
plain and positive forms - measured; during different sea-
sons* It is seen that from a definite depth (2,5 -3,0 a)
downwards the graphs of water contents variations tend to
a more constant value marking in such a way the beginning
of the; next moisture zone - the zone with relatively c o n -
stant water contents»

t*2* The middle zone with relatively constant mois —
tore oontents is also called "dead* or "dispulsive* horizon*
Here the water contents is not substantially Influenced
fey the seasonal oar periodic variations of moisture in the
upper zone* Out off from the direct supply with gravita-
tional or capillary water» the dead horizon preserves: mois-
ture which depends on the loess structure and on the theanso—
dynamic regimen of the loess massif during the different
seasons* On the basiB of the average values of the natural
water contents and the degree of water saturation along the
vertical section of the loess complex it was found that the
dead horizon is the stablest one in the positive relief forms
— long narrow hills» ridges, domes» between valleys hills»
transitions between plateaux and slopes*. She long-narrow M i l s —
giantsjcise fro» 40 to 6® B above the loess grotm? with m. flat
surface», and tns thickness of the loess eoaplex in the* rea-
ches the record; for Zaropo. value of 1KB© meters» Xxt these feeac
the thickness of Vue dead harizon reaches tqp to several tens of
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meters, ieoauae of the highly conv«r relief and the highly
sloped grounds in the region of the long narrow hill», loess—
olay ridges and domes along the river lanube, the artificial
irrigation, especially the gravitational irrigation, is im-
possible and unprofitable. Shis fact is of substantial sig-
nificance by possible use of the long narrow hiïïs, and the
loess-clay ridges: for building of repositories for radioactive
wast*»

1U3* She lower moisture zone which is water saturated or
with highly increased water content», has variable thickness*
It depends on the drainage possibilities- of the base of the
loess complex - the presence of dense fossil soils which in
some cases play the role of confining; beds, or temporal or
constant underground waters in the oldest (and most deeply
situated} horizons of the loess; complex* In many places, for
example by base of oarstifieated limestone» or fluvial terrace
gravels, the lower zone is not typical and the dead horizon
reaches the base more often though with increased water contents,
(because of the higher clay contents)*

H * SPECIFIC QUALITIES 07 LOESS AND THE: LOESS HASSIT
When using loess as a medium for installation of a

radioactive waste repository one must take into: considération
its following exclusively favourable qualities!

2»1U Basy treatment and earthworks, and at the same
time amazing (and thousands: of times proved in practice)
capacity to keep interim vertical trench slopea and tunnel
arches;. In this respect loess surpasses all the rest cohesive
soils* Besides, because of the quick drying up of tee
material in the slopes and arches under the conditions of
protection against additional moistening:, its cohesion* res-
pectively its strength increase quickly andjthe steadiness of
the facilities grows with time.* Tmder these condition» the
transition from intérim slopes and arches to lasting anas is
performed with minimal supporting: works* that is with minimal
expenditure of additional means for strengthening the reposi-
tories*

2*2>* Loess most of all cohesive soils succumbs to
strengthening with different cohesive substanoes, mostly
Portland cement, Industrial waste from cement works», water
glass;, etc* Cheap and strong loess cement is produced which
oan be used in an appropriate way*

2>.J. The dead horizon in the loess massif provides the
following favourable conditions for burial of radioactive
wastest

- Constant, beside* low natural water content (DO—12jQ
which in the case of covered* trenches and tunnels diminishes
quickly to the value of the hygrosoopic water contents (5HJO,
conditioQjng the loess strength and the steadiness of the
walls of tee facilities described! above. Along with this, the.
relative humidity of air de creates, which makes the facilities
suitable for- utilisation far mo«t different economics purposes,
even inhabitable.by man*

- Lack of underground waters and of gravitational or
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capillary water flows which might transport radioactive con-
tamination, in depth and" aside the repository.

* Relatively constant positive temperature with small
seasonal amplitudes! the moisture penetration being carried
ont in a vapory state*

2.4. Êoess fias a highly expressed, ability to. disperse
large, a single time entered water quantities; and to regulate
in a short period the: water contents of the massif* That is
why the netting of the repository by single rainfall» or
penetrated water from construction work, though undesirable,
cannot influence fatally the exploitation qualities; of the
facility, built in the dead horizon of the loess massif*

III. GROTTO) RBXflJIRIWNfS

She ground for a future radioactive waste repository
construction must suit the following requirementsi

3*1• Presence of a powerful typically expressed dead
(dispulsive/ horizon in the loess massif in which to ao-
oomodate the whale repository providing enough distance from
the radioactive contents ta the upper and the lower moisture
zones* possibly to the upper temporary or constant water bear-
ing: horizon, situated! in it*

3*2.» Eack of an irrigation: system in the disposal site
area* the smallest admissible distance between the repository
and *** irrigation system most be 1000 m which mutt be eoserv—
edl in- the far ftttare by handing the tab««* town from, generation
to generation, these regulations: axe détermine* by taking: int»
consideration the distances observed' v® to now, at which the
irrigation: system influences the moisture regimen of fho- I M S I
massif arxmnd the system: «n< in iepth for different kind* of
loos* and wider different relief «mdlitlens* She possibilities
of -the fossil soils to divert the vertical filtration flow?
aside at long- distances frost the water, source, respectively te
form aequlfers inside <nr in small depth under the dead hexizen
at 'Hie place where the repository will be built» must be taken
into consideration in all cases*

5.J. The distance between the repositories: and the river
must not be les* than 4-5 km*

5,4. fhe repositories must be situated 4-5 km away from
settlements or near the UPS, in the sphere of the psycholo»-
glcàlly adopted by the population territory of the IPS.

5*,% The repository territory mast be accessible for the
transport or permit branding of a detmr road with, small ad-
ditional Investments*

XT* GOVTEBTER SIPOS1T0RT COISBHTCTIOTS Iff TEE £0]
HASSIT

She existence of conditionally dry loocc depceits with
layer- thickness of more- than 40 meter» provid** possibility
for building of repositories of shaft-trench (Fig*2) or tun-
nel type (Tig»3) tj «sing the moltibarrler system K
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this system will serve as a barrier systes against radlomollcEe
Bigxati.cn. independently of the technology and' the type of the
processed radioactive wastes by inserting them Into cement»
bitumen or other kinds of Woden»

multibarrier system consist» of «avérai barriers
which retain the radiaamcli*e migration. In the environnent
[6»7] • tader the conditions of the loess deposit» snltibar~
rl«r systeat of 4«*H protections nay be realised, tba first bar-
rier being the? lews» bloofc itself» She second barrier represents
the «all of the packing container. The third barrier represents
the backfill! e£ lores s cement oast between the containers» the
«oneaeete walls of the séparât» sell» of the repository and 'out
strengthening; loess cement wall»; She fourth barrier i s the sur-
rounding dry loess; wall* «he fifth barrier is the sortent, sost
often ground ©linoptlloi'ite which is an .Ingredient of the loess
cement of the: first and the third barrier». Beside», loess and
cement possess also sorptien properties though they are «light-
ly expresse* [ J

*h
[

*he use of a mttltibarrier system of the type nay providte
reliable protection against migration, of radionuclides in the
environment.

1 Beichnan^J., Waste KanageHtent (Proc* Sysjt» »usoo«x,Arlsona»
) ( )

2

8

Development of legulatory froeeenres for the disposal of
ffoli* ladloaetlTe Waslws in Veep; Continental gorsstiens»
jtlSA» Safety Ser. Mo. 51, ¥ienna,1?80.
Shallow •round disposal of Radioactive Haste,, 2AKI, Safety
Ser. iio.57j Yienna» 1981*
tftefaitcrr 0», frodancr Ta», (Proc. 5th Sclent» tteehn»e»nf,
Sofia, 19«1> (in lolgarian).
MinkoT, M*Sl*a Jboes» in the lorth of •algaria,t96'?. (in
lulgarian)•
iafe Handling and Storage of Sigh-Sevel sadioaetiTe waste,
A Condensed Version: of the fxoposals of the Swedish OS—
JRrojeet.
lydell»li««, et al.» Underground Disposal of «adioactlve
Vaste (Froc* «ysp>, 19M> Vol. 21198») 195.
»egerman,*.» Waste sanageaent (Fxott. tyap* *uscon, itcisona,
1980) T*l^t <1980> 291.
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J SHAFT-TRENCH TYPE REPOSITORY Scale 1:100
It is built by in stages adding of several shafts
according to the needs
1-6 -Components of the multi barrier system

Fig. 2
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